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Essay on Electricity in the Service of Man. Article Shared By. ADVERTISEMENTS : Not much over a hundred years
ago, electricity, except in the form of lightning.

It helps us in driving electric tramways, railways, and motor vehicles. Since what a man is before god, "god
welcomes genuine service. Science has unlocked and widened the new boundaries of human knowledge,
information, comforts and achievements. He showed that when a magnet was brought suddenly near a coil of
wire, a slight current of electricity was produced in the wire. It has given nuclear bomb, hydrogen bomb,
fighter plane, sophisticated assault guns, pistols and rifles. So, science has become our most faithful medical
attendant. A man who has given me the courage god is preparing you for great things prepared for his service.
They remain all around modern men and help them in hundred of different ways. Because those who benefit
from their service are believers, man of god, flee from all this. Human labour is no longer required even in
household chores. We have multistoried buildings for officers and residence where electric light, heating
system and cooling plants work day and night. Air pollution city vs country essay. Thus, science should be
used as a benefit, as a means and a tool to improve the quality of life. Thus, it is unwise to categories science
as an evil or good. We do this when we control our passions, prejudices and sentiments. We are living in an
age of science. Essay writing on service to man is service to god. Book reviews, sites, romance, fantasy,
fiction kirkus. Fourthly, science has made modern mans outlook grossly materialistic. Man and his
environment: the creationist perspective. Principles of terrorism - professional custom essay paper. Moreover,
his lifespan has also extended. Electricity lights our cities, towns and villages. Human body can be aaalysed
and diseases as well as fractures of bones can be examined by means of X-rays operated by electricity. Since
then it has spread all over the world. Electric shocks are a great boon to surgery.


